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							 DESIGNED BY MOTORCYCLISTS, FOR MOTORCYCLISTS 
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							 Using state-of-the-art tech, machinery & processes 
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							 Tested on the race track 

							
						

					

				
 
					
			

			
		
		
	

	







  
    

  








    
      
          
            
              
                
                  
                  
                  
                    EP Tail Tidy

                    
                    Delivers an engineered, shorter, stylish rear tail section. A precise and easy install with no modifications to bodywork or mounting points.

                    
                  

                  
                
              

            

          
            
              
                
                  
                  
                  
                    EP Crash Protectors

                    
                    Helps to reduce the severity of crash damage as a result of an accident. Includes machined alloy mount system with unique moulded nylon-to-alloy bobbins.

                    
                  

                  
                
              

            

          
            
              
                
                  
                  
                  
                    EP Radiator Guard

                    
                    Ultimate protection from road debris while delivering maximum airflow and style. Features a unique hexagonal matrix hole pattern.

                    
                  

                  
                
              

            

          
            
              
                
                  
                  
                  
                    EP Oil Cooler Guard

                    
                    Provides maximum airflow and impact strength against road debris. Features a unique hexagonal matrix hole pattern and formed shape for precise fit.

                    
                  

                  
                
              

            

          
            
              
                
                  
                  
                  
                    EP Front Wheel Spindle Bobbins

                    
                    Helps to prevent potentially expensive damage to the front fork lowers (spindle, fork clamps etc).

                    
                  

                  
                
              

            

          
            
              
                
                  
                  
                  
                    EP Rear Wheel Spindle Bobbins

                    
                    Prevents damage and gives a cleaner, stylish finish to the rear wheel spindle ends.

                    
                  

                  
                
              

            

          
            
              
                
                  
                  
                  
                    EP Bar End Weights

                    
                    Reduces troublesome high frequency vibration and minimises damage to costly handlebars.

                    
                  

                  
                
              

            

          
            
              
                
                  
                  
                  
                    EP Paddock Stand Bobbins

                    
                    Aids safe and secure maintenance or long-term storage while using a paddock stand.

                    
                  

                  
                
              

            

          
            
              
                
                  
                  
                  
                    EP Exhaust Hanger

                    
                    A CNC machined cost-effective replacement exhaust hanger that is lighter and delivers improved race-like styling.

                    
                  

                  
                
              

            

          
            
              
                
                  
                  
                  
                    EP Action Camera Mount

                    
                    EP's action camera mount allows the rider to record the ride from the optimum viewing position.

                    
                  

                  
                
              

            

          
            
              
                
                  
                  
                  
                    EP SAT NAV MOUNTS

                    
                    Secure and adjustable model-specific mounts for market-leading sat nav and smartphone systems.

                    
                  

                  
                
              

            

          
            
              
                
                  
                  
                  
                    EP Front Brake Lever Protector Kit

                    
                    Prevents accidental application of the front brake lever. CNC machined from billet aluminium and stainless steel.

                    
                  

                  
                
              

            

          
      

    
  
  

  
  



  
    
    	
       
        
          
            
              
            
            
              
            
            
              
            
          

        
          
            
              
            
            
              
            
            
              
            
          

        
          
            
              
            
            
              
            
            
              
            
          

        
          
            
              
            
            
              
            
            
              
            
          

        
          
            
              
            
            
              
            
            
              
            
          

        
          
            
              
            
            
              
            
            
              
            
          

        
          
            
              
            
            
              
            
            
              
            
          

        
          
            
              
            
            
              
            
            
              
            
          

        
          
            
              
            
            
              
            
            
              
            
          

        
          
            
              
            
            
              
            
            
              
            
          

        
          
            
              
            
            
              
            
            
              
            
          

        
          
            
              
            
            
              
            
            
              
            
          

         
      

    

  

  






  

  

        




                
                    
                      
                    
                    
                






                
                  
                    
                      High Precision Engineering
                    

                  
                  
                    Established in 2003, Evotech Performance designs, produces and supplies motorcycle accessories for road bike riders around the world as well as racing teams in the British and World Superbike Championships.
                  
                


                
        

  







  
    
      Latest news

    
  

    
      
        
          
            
              
                
              
            
          

          
            
              KTM Super Duke R – delivering worldwide appeal
            


            

            
              
                March 12, 2024
              
            

            
              
                We always knew the 1390 Super Duke would be popular but, to us at least, it seems everyone with a smattering of desire for a road storming, neck snapping, universal, naked super bike has turned their eyes towards this model.
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              On reflection…
            


            

            
              
                February 22, 2024
              
            

            
              
                Check out this fantastic video review of the Evotech Bar End Mirrors fitted to a 2023 BMW R 1250 R
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    Let customers speak for us

    
      
      
        from 16346 reviews
      
  

          
  Great product!
 This looks great in black compared to the silver of the OEM unit. It also matches the radiator protector from Evotech. The OEM setup doesn’t come with a radiator protector at all. The OEM oil cooler screen allows a lot of debris through, and damage is still more likely with OEM screen -vs- the evotech

 
 
   TW 
  03/20/2024 
 
      Evotech Yamaha MT-10 Oil Cooler Guard (2022+) 
  
    
  Excellent service
 The guys where really helpful with finding what I needed and sorted me out

 
 
   Louis-James Tidd 
  03/20/2024 
 
      Evotech Crash protection spare bobbin head 60mm Diameter 
  
    
  Evotech Quality
 Purchased Evotech exhaust hanger and pillion peg removal kit for my ZX4RR. Well finished product fitted with ease and looks great.

 
 
   Frank Smith (dogrusty100) 
  03/20/2024 
 
      Evotech Exhaust Hanger & Pillion Footpeg Removal Kit - Kawasaki Ninja ZX-4RR 40th Anniversary Edition (2024+) 
  
    
  Fits perfectly and the quality is on point!
 I'm very happy with the product, it is exactly what I expected from EVOTECH.

 
 
   Staniel Petrov 
  03/20/2024 
 
      Evotech Front Spindle Bobbins - Honda CBR650R (2024+) 
  
    
  Awesome Products.
 Evotech never fails to impress. For the money spent and what you get there is no other brand out there even close. I use their stuff in my Ducati v4s without hesitation. Had a low side a few weeks back with zero damage to bike and all damage to slider. Products are designed well, and made form good materials.

 
 
   Ryan O'Connor 
  03/20/2024 
 
      Evotech Ducati Streetfighter V4 S Brake Lever Protector Kit (2020+) (Road) 
  
    
  
 Great quality!

Looks Great!

 
 
   Luis Nascimento 
  03/19/2024 
 
      Evotech BMW M 1000 R Radiator And Oil Cooler Guard Set (2023+) 
  
    
  Ducati tail tidy
 Very impressed with quality of my tail tidy for my Ducati Hypermotard and also very pleased  at how quickly it was delivered to me

 
 
   Simon Bird 
  03/19/2024 
 
      Evotech Ducati Hypermotard 950 Tail Tidy (2019+) 
  
    
  
 Evotech Suzuki GSX-S1000GT Crash Bobbins (2022+)

 
 
   Nerijus Mituzas 
  03/19/2024 
 
      Evotech Suzuki GSX-S1000GT Crash Bobbins (2022+) 
  
    
  Great Spindle bobbins
 Fits great , looks great , easy to install

 
 
   R Ali 
  03/19/2024 
 
      Evotech Spindle Bobbins Kit - Triumph Trident (2021+) 
  
    
  Nice little detail !
 Like how this dressed up my bike!! Little details like this really add a lot to the bike !Thanks Evotech !!

 
 
   Art Dermott 
  03/19/2024 
 
      Evotech Ducati SuperSport 950 S Pillion Footpeg Removal Kit (2021+) 
  
    
  High Quality Bobbins
 The usual high quality from Evotech and so easy to fit in less than 5 minutes.

 
 
   GeoffB 
  03/19/2024 
 
      Evotech Paddock Stand Bobbins - Yamaha Tracer 7 GT (2021+) 
  
    
  Ottimi
 Perfetti, grande look, molto protettivi

 
 
   Massimo Zaniboni 
  03/19/2024 
 
      Evotech Ducati Multistrada V4 S Radiator Oil Cooler Guard Set (2021+) 
  
    
  Super
 Alles Gut geklappt

 
 
   Jwan Mohammad 
  03/19/2024 
 
      Evotech TomTom Sat Nav Mount - Triumph Tiger 900 GT Aragon Edition (2023) 
  
    
  Great product, easy installation
 As usual with Evotech quality is very high, installation is easy.

 
 
   Mathieu Soudier 
  03/19/2024 
 
      Evotech BMW M 1000 R Crash Protection (2023+) 
  
    
  
 Evotech Ducati Hypermotard 950 Radiator, Engine And Oil Cooler Guard Set (2019+)

 
 
   Sogn Motor AS 
  03/19/2024 
 
      Evotech Ducati Hypermotard 950 Radiator, Engine And Oil Cooler Guard Set (2019+) 
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        Subscribe to our newsletter

        
      
      
        Keep up to date with the latest news from Evotech Performance
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        By submitting your email address, you agree to receive marketing emails from Evotech Performance. We’ll handle your information in line with our Privacy Policy
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           Evotech Yamaha MT-10 Oil Cooler Guard (2022+)    
       TW     
    
 Great product! This looks great in black compared to the silver of the OEM unit. It also matches the radiator protector from Evotech. The OEM setup doesn’t come with a radiator protector at all. The OEM oil cooler screen allows a lot of debris through, and damage is still more likely with OEM screen -vs- the evotech
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           Evotech Crash protection spare bobbin head 60mm Diameter    
       Louis-James Tidd     
    
 Excellent service The guys where really helpful with finding what I needed and sorted me out
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           Evotech Exhaust Hanger & Pillion Footpeg Removal Kit - Kawasaki Ninja ZX-4RR 40th Anniversary Edition (2024+)    
       Frank Smith (dogrusty100)     
    
 Evotech Quality Purchased Evotech exhaust hanger and pillion peg removal kit for my ZX4RR. Well finished product fitted with ease and looks great.
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           Evotech Front Spindle Bobbins - Honda CBR650R (2024+)    
       Staniel Petrov     
    
 Fits perfectly and the quality is on point! I'm very happy with the product, it is exactly what I expected from EVOTECH.
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           Evotech Ducati Streetfighter V4 S Brake Lever Protector Kit (2020+) (Road)    
       Ryan O'Connor     
    
 Awesome Products. Evotech never fails to impress. For the money spent and what you get there is no other brand out there even close. I use their stuff in my Ducati v4s without hesitation. Had a low side a few weeks back with zero damage to bike and all damage to slider. Products are designed well, and made form good materials.
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